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French Open: Stefanos Tsitsipas and
Alexander Zverev book semi-final places

Stefanos Tsitsipas and Alexander Zverev are set to meet each
other for the eighth time in their
careers, after progressing through
to the semi-finals of the French
Open.
Zverev was the first to secure
a place in the last four of the claycourt Grand Slam, as a result of
his 6-4 6-1 6-1 victory over Alejandro Davidovich Fokina.
Tsitsipas' contest with Daniil
Medvedev headlined the night session on Court Philippe-Chatrier
and the Greek overcame the second seed 6-3 7-6 (7-3) 7-5.
The second set of quarter-finals will take place on Wednesday,
when Rafael Nadal meets Diego
Schwartzman and Novak Djokovic takes on Matteo Berrettini during a night session that will see fans
return to the stadium.
Tsitsipas settled quickly inside
the empty arena in Paris, with
spectators still not able to attend

the late match due to the COVID19 curfew and he took the opening
set in just 31 minutes.
The Greek continued his momentum early in the second set.
He enjoyed a 3-1 lead before
Medvedev recovered his composure and levelled proceedings at 33. However, the Russian then
failed to take set-point chances in
the 10th game.
After that it went to a tie-break
and Tsitsipas took control. He
claimed a mini-break on the first
point, before a double hold moved
him 3-0 ahead and from there he
charged over the line.
Having lost the tie-break,
Medvedev left court for a change
of clothes and his new attire appeared to reinvigorate him. The
second seed's fresh energy enabled
him to break Tsitsipas in the fifth
game - only for the world No 5 to
break back and lead 5-4.
The Russian then had a heated

exchange with the chair umpire
before holding at 5-5.
Tsitsipas was able to calmly
push the aggravation at the other
end of the court to one side. He
remained supremely focused, battling back from from 40-0 down,
and then swatting away an underarm serve from Medvedev, to take
the contest on his first match point.
"I was playing against one of
the best guys on the tour, so I had
to keep the intensity up and elevate my game during the entire
match," Tsitsipas said.
"I felt that I was playing really
well and not giving him a lot of
space. I think that my performance
was close to being one of my best
this week, I would say. I'm really
happy with that.
"Being here on clay in Paris
brings back good memories, I'm
happy to keep on repeating that
and trying to go further day by
day."

Stephen Kenny: Republic of Ireland boss
brands Hungary fans who booed his players
taking a knee as 'incomprehensible'
Stephen Kenny has condemned the "incomprehensible"
behaviour of a section of Hungary
fans after his Republic of Ireland
players were booed before the
teams played out a goalless draw
in Budapest.
The booing was clearly audible at the Szusza Ferenc Stadion
in the Hungarian capital just before kick-off on Tuesday night after the visiting Ireland players took
a knee.
Meanwhile, Hungary's players

stood and pointed to their sleeves
which were sporting UEFA's respect campaign logo.
The Republic of Ireland's players were booed and jeered by some
Hungary fans as they took a knee
before kick-off in their friendly in
Budapest
Budapest is a host city for
Euro 2020, with Hungary beginning their campaign at home to
Portugal in Group F next Tuesday.
Discussing the hostility his

players felt, Kenny said: "The fact
it was booed is incomprehensible
really, and it must be damaging for
Hungary, with the Euros in Hungary.
"It's disappointing and it
doesn't reflect well on Hungary
really, on Hungarian support. It
doesn't reflect well.
"Our players wanted to do it.
It's important. It's an important
stance and I commend them for
taking that stance.
"I think it was the right decision. I approached [the Football
Association of Ireland's international operations manager] Barry
Gleeson and said it was something
we wanted to do, take the knee,
and I think it's a very important
message."
Ireland and Norwich forward
Adam Idah added: "Obviously, it's
disappointing to see the fans and
the whole stadium booing us taking the knee.
"It's for a good cause, trying to
stop racism. It's a sign to kick racism out of society and the reaction
was very disappointing to be honest. We weren't expecting that."
The latest incident comes just
days after England's players were
booed by a section of their own
fans in Middlesbrough over their
decision to take a knee before fixtures against Austria and Romania. Skysport

Meanwhile, Zverev cruised
into the semi-finals with a 6-4 6-1
6-1 triumph over Davidovich Fokina. After a tense opening set, in
which both players struggled to
hold serve, the world No 6 stepped
up a gear and didn't look back.
In total, Zverev spent just 96
minutes on court and although he's
pleased about reaching his third
Grand Slam semi-final, and his first
at Roland Garros, he wants more.
"It's very nice being in the semifinal, but just being here doesn't
satisfy me," Zverev said on court.
"I know I'm playing pretty
okay, and I hope I can continue
playing the same way, maybe even
better in the semi-finals and then
we'll see in two days' time what it
holds for me. "Obviously, the
Grand Slams are the tournaments
that we want to win the most.
Before, maybe in the last few
years, I was putting too much pressure on myself," he admitted.

Daniel Dubois
will challenge
for a world
heavyweight title
before seeking
revenge in a
rematch with Joe
Joyce
Daniel Dubois admits he
wants 'revenge' in a rematch with
Joe Joyce but will firstly continue
his destructive comeback by challenging for a world heavyweight
title.
The 23-year-old demolished
Bogdan Dinu inside two rounds on
Saturday night, in his first fight
since suffering a stoppage loss to
Joyce last December.
Dubois is now mandatory
challenger for the WBA 'regular' belt
held by Trevor Bryan, with promoter Frank Warren hoping to
stage the world title fight in London before the end of the year.
"I'm very confident in myself,"
Dubois told Sky Sports' Toe 2 Toe
podcast.
"I believe now with a bit of
help from [new trainer] Shane
[McGuigan], the team that he has,
and what I've already got and what
I've already been doing, the way I
train, I've got a great chance of winning a world heavyweight title.
Joyce must wait for a WBO
title shot, with Anthony Joshua
set to make a WBO mandatory title defence against Oleksandr
Usyk next, meaning that Dubois
has overtaken his British rival in
the race for a world title fight.
"Yeah, I know," he said. "Before the fight, in fight week I was
hearing that, 'You could fight for a
world title before Joe and be put
in front of him.' That's all good."
Dubois retained his ruthless
instincts against Dinu, despite suffering a fractured eye socket in the
loss to Joyce, and is confident he
can gain redemption in a return
bout.
"Not too many hints, but I
know I could definitely beat him
[Joyce] with some different changes and doing things a little bit differently, he told Sky Sports.
"I know that with a bit more
experience and just using my tools
properly that I have, going about
it the right way, I can definitely
beat him.

ECB to take 'appropriate
action' after historical tweets
from a number of England
players 'questioned publicly'
The England and Wales Cricket Board (ECB) has confirmed it is
currently investigating "a number
of historical social media posts by
other individuals" in the England
set-up.
Fast bowler Ollie Robinson
was ruled out of England's second
Test against New Zealand starting
at Edgbaston on Thursday after
historical sexist and racist tweets
came to light last week when he
made his Test debut at Lord's.
The ECB is also investigating
a second England cricketer for historical "offensive" social media
posts.
An ECB spokesperson said:
"Since we were alerted to offensive tweets last week, a number of
historical social media posts by
other individuals have been questioned publicly as well.
James Anderson says the England squad have unanimously accepted Ollie Robinson's apology
for posting offensive tweets nine
years ago
"There is no place for discrimination in our sport, and we are
committed to taking relevant and
appropriate action where required.
"Given the concerns which
have been raised are clearly now
broader than a single case, the ECB
Board will discuss how we deal
with issues over historical social
media material in a timely and appropriate manner.
"Each case will be considered

on an individual basis, looking at
all the facts. We will assess cases
with the ECB Board before making further statements."
Michael Holding believes the
ECB shouldn't 'come down too
hard' on Robinson if their investigation concludes his historical racist and sexist tweets were an isolated incident
England players have accepted Robinson's apology for the racist and sexist comments he posted
on social media as a teenager, fast
bowler James Anderson said earlier on Tuesday.
Anderson said Robinson had
apologised "unreservedly" in the
dressing room for the 2012-13
Twitter posts, after previously
admitting he was "embarrassed"
and "ashamed".
"The language and things talked
about are obviously not acceptable," said Anderson.
"He stood up in front of the
group and apologised, and you
could see how sincere he was and
how upset he was.
"As a group, we appreciate
that he's a different person now.
He has done a lot of maturing and
growing since then and he's got the
full support of the team."
Sky Sports is committed to
making skysports.com and our
channels on social media platforms
a place for comment and debate
that is free of abuse, hate and profanity.

Danny Willett: Former Masters champion
reveals he had surgery for appendicitis
Danny Willett has revealed he
underwent two medical procedures in one operation after being
admitted to hospital on Monday.
Willett needed surgery after
being diagnosed with appendicitis,
and the operation served a dual
purpose as surgeons also removed
a hernia.
The 2016 Masters champion
admitted he barely slept on Saturday night as he battled stomach
pains, although he did manage to
complete The Memorial Tournament at Muirfield Village - a closing 73 leaving him in a tie for 26th
place.
But a tweet from his hospital
bed on Tuesday revealed the extent of his ailment during an unfortunate year for the Englishman,
who contracted Covid-19 in
March while also having surgery
to remove a wisdom tooth a few
weeks later.
"So the pain that kept me
awake most of Saturday night
turned out to be appendicitis,"
wrote the 33-year-old, who has
slipped to 95th in the world rankings having posted only one top10 finish in his last 26 starts.
"Operation went well, also removed a hernia, add it to having
Covid in March, wisdom tooth out
in April...all in all, been a great
year!"
Willett will now hope to recover in time to travel to California for next week's US Open at
Torrey Pines.

